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L. REED, ) 

Debtors. ) 

in re ) 

RICHARD EARL HUBHARD, 
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) 

Appearances: George M. McCune, Provo, Utah, represented 

the debtors; and Mark F. Robinson, Provo, Utah, represented 

the respondents, Todd Bona, Holly Broadhead, Norman Broadhead, 

Betty Quinn, Minnie Sparton, in In re Bob Landy Reed, et al. 

3laine Fe~quson. Salt Lake City, Utah, represented the debtor; 

Dennis L. Draney, Roosevelt, Utah, represented the respondent, 

Uintah Basin Telephone Association; and Judith Boulden, 

Salt Lake City, Utah, represented herself as trustee in 

In re Richard Earl Hubbard. 

INTRODUCTION 

These cases are consolidated to consider issues concerning 

the cont~tauthority of this Court. Both ask how to categorize 

civil versus criminal contempt. Both ask whether creditors 

who knew of the bankruptcy, but who may not have received 
1 

notice of the automatic s~ay, may be held in contempt for 

violating the stay, an~ whether the order announcing the stay 

is sufficiently definite and precise to trigger a citation 

for contempt. Both wrestle with the question of 

remedies for contempt. No party in either case has argued 
1 '!be autanatic stay is defined at 11 u.s.c. Section 362(a} which provides: 

(a} Except as provided in subsecticn (b) of this section, a petition 
filed under sectic:n 301, 302, and 303 of this title operates as a stay, 
applicable to all entitites, of . 

(1) the corniencermt or cootinuatioo, inclu:ling the issuance 
or enployrrent of process, of a judicial, administrative, or other proceeding 
against the debtor that was or could have been oamenoed before the 
cormencanent of the case under this title, or to recover a claim against 
the debtor that arose before the oc:mnencenent of the case under this 
title; 

(2) the enforoenent, against the debtor or against property 
of the estate, of a jud9f!el'lt obtained before the camencercent of the 
case under this title; 
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any procedural error. The focus, therefore, is the scope 

and relief under the contempt power as applied to transgressions 

of the automatic stay. All respondents are found in 

civil contempt an? ordered to make reparation to debtors 

upon the following analysis. 

THE REED CASE 

Debtors, Bob and Carol Reed, doing business as The Old 

Firehouse Restaurant No. 1, filed their petition under 

Chapter 7 on September 12, 1980. The order for the first 

meeting of creditors and notice of the automatic stay were 

mailed to most parties in interest on September 19, but 

th:ro 1r;h :i.1"!.a~·-•,prtence, were not sent to respondents until O:toJ;.er 9. 

Respondents, who sold the restaurant to debtors, and 

who are therefore creditors of the estate, were concerned 

about food spoilage and the resulting smell (T. 51, ls. 

3-16). They contacted the trustee, obtained a key from him, and 

visited the premises on October 12. While unsure whether 

they had permission to remove property (compare T. 43, ls. 

13-19 with 52, ls. 17-23), they nevertheless loaded several 

garbage cans, plastic bags, and containers full of fish, 

flour, pickles, onions, and dressings and drove to'.debtors' 

residence. Respondent Minnie Spatton and her grandson 

knocked at the back door. Carol Reed answered. Spatton 

said, "I have something for Bob that he left at the Firehouse. 

I worked ten long years ior this," and dropped one sack of 

garbage, letting it break and spill open on the porch (Carol 

Reed Affidavit, ,4: T. 30, ls. 20-23; 38, ls. 6-9). Carol 

and her mother-in-law, who was staying with the Reeds, then 
1 (cont'd) . . 

( 3) any act to obta.J.n possession of property of estate or of 
property fran the estate; 

(4) any act to create, perfect, or enforce any lien against 
property of the estate; · 

(5) any act to create, perfect, or enforce against property 
of the debtor any lien to the extent that such lien secures a claim that 
arose before the cxmnencement of the case t.mder this title; 

(6) any act to oollect, assess, or recover a clairn!against the 
debtor that arose before the ocmnencenent of the case under this title; 

(7) the setoff of any debt owing to the debtor that arose 
before the ocmnencenent of the case under this title against any claim 
against the debtor; and . 

(8) the oc:mnencernent or oontinuation of a proceeding before 
the united States Tax COUrt oonceming the debtor. 



watched from a window while respondents dumped and spread 

garbage on the driveway and front lawn. 

The Court was apprised of these circumstances and 

issued an order to show cause to respondents on October 14. 

The order was served on October 15. Respondents filed an 

"Objection and Traverse to Affidavit in Support of Order to 

Show Cause In Re Contempt" dated October 30. A hearing was 

held on October 31, and the Court took the matter under 

advisement. Additional facts pertinent to the ruling will 

be set forth below. 

General Principles Respecting Contempt 

The contempt power inheres in courts: it is necessary 

to insure obedience to their commands. See,~-, Shillitani 

v. United States, 384 U.S. 364, 370 (1966): Ex Parte Robinson, 

19 Wall. 505, 510 (1873); United States v. Askew, 584 F.2d 

960, 962 (10th Cir. 1978). It was early determined that 

bankru?tcy courts, as courts of equity, even without statutory 

authorizaticn, possessed this power. See, e.g., Boyd v. 

Glucklich, 116 F. 131 (8th Cir. 1902). And, indeed, 

history suggests that, absent statutory delimitation, it 

may be difficult to contain. See, e.g., Nye v. United 

States, 313 U.S. 33 (1941).la 
2 

The contempt power under the Code is expressed in 11 

u.s.c. Section 105(a) wh.i.ch authorizes the issuance of "any 

order, process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate 

to carry out the provisions of this title," and 28 u.s.c. 
Section 1481 which confers the "powers of a court of equity, 

law, and admira 1 ty." Bankruptcy courts, however, may not 

punish criminal contempts committed outside their presence or 

la 
It nay be an open question whet.her this~ can be 

statutorily restricted. See, ~-, landers, "The New Bankruptcy 
Rules: Relics of the Past as FiXtures of the Future," 57 MINN. L. 
REV. 827, 866 (1973). For purposes of this c:pinioo, hCMever, the 
validity of statutocy m:xlification of the ccnterrpt pat}er will be 
assurce:i. 

2 
The cede, as used in this c:pinioo, refers to the Bankruptcy Refonn 

.Act of 1978, codifie:3 at 11 u.s.c. Sections 101, et ~-, Pub. L. 
No. 95-598, 92 Stat. 2549 (1978). '!be Cbde was enacted ai Novenber 6, 
1978 and became effective oo o:tober 1, 1979. 

3 



2a 
warranting imprisonment. 

These provisions are an expansive departure from Section 
41a of the Bankruptcy Act, former 11 U.S.C. Section 69a, 

which tolerated use of the contempt power only in specified 
3 

instances. Section 41a was superseded, in part, by 

Rule 920, Fed.R. Bankr.P., which disallowed fines in excess 

of $250 and provided for the certification of these and 

2a 
The Catmissioo on the Bankruptcy Laws of the United States reccmnended a grant, without reservation, of criminal and civil contaTipt pc:,..J"erS to bankruptcy courts. See REPORI' OF 'lHE CCM-USSICN CN 'lHE BANKRUP.ICY IAWS OF THE UNITED STATES-;-if. DCC. No. 93-137, Part II, 31 and 47-48 (1973). 

Dy withholding pc,.,.er to p.mish sare criminal contaTipts, Congress may be accused of anploying the "fudge" method. In other w:>rds, the limitation may make "no sense in light of the other prcnouncenents of the draftsnen al:out increasing the prestige and dignity of the bankruptcy court. The obvious carpranise attests to the failure of the draftsrren to resolve current uncertainty ccncerning the office of the referee and suggests a fundamental dispute as to \.n"lether the referee soould be a judge. While 
the Carrnittee was quick and eager to bestow the title, they were ob\riously hesitant to confer the power wch nonnally accarpanies it." Landers, "The New Bankruptcy Rules: Relics of the Past as Fixtures of the Future," 57 MINN. L. F.EV. 827, 867 (1973). But see P.endlanan, "Bankruptcy Revision: P··-----,-·.,,·e -... ..:i r--..,._~.,,.sc: I; c;·, ,., C L r· ~ F·· 1"15 l'il6 '1975'• Ne"e:1-+heless ... ,.,~ ... .......i.. ~".""_-''- _,:\...,'-"C""; -· _,.:,, ;.; ••• .1'1"'.1\t. l..i~.·, ' -.~ \ I• V - I "the requirarent that punisl"Jnent for criminal contatpt be imposed by another court reflects gocrl practice insofar as it separates the judge involved in the ccntatptuous conduct fran the trial of the issues raised by the prosecution." Kennedy, "The Bank.nlptcy Court Under the New Bankruptcy I.aw: Its Structure and Jurisdicticn," 55 AM. BANK. L.J. 63, 90 (1981). 

"These limitations raise [another] issue that is unlikely to be noticed on a first reading of the Reform Act. If the appellate process during the transitioo period has been set up in such a fashion as to relieve the district courts of any appellate jurisdiction, to whan does·. one go ••• if a criminal contenpt is to be punished by iITprisomient? The jurisdiction granted to the appellate panels to be set up under 28 u.s.c. Section 160 is apparently sinply to hear appeals. Thus, nonappellate matters such as ccntetpts ••• nust still be directed to the district court, notwithstanding 28 u.s.c. Section 147l(c) which states that the 
bankruptcy courts shall exercise all of the jurisdiction conferred on the district courts." M.J.rphy, CREDI'IORS' RIGHTS IN BANKRUP'lCT, Section 2.04 at 210 (1980). 

3 
Former 11 u.s.c. Section 69a provided: 

(a) A person shall not, in proceedings before a referee, (1) disd::>ey or resist any lawful order, process, or writ; (2) misbehave during a hearing or so near the place thereof as to obstruct the same; (3) neglect to prcduce, after having been ordered to do so, any pertinent document: or (4) refuse to appear after having been subponaed, or, upon appearing , refuse to take the oath as a witness, or having taken the oath, refuse to be examined according to law: Provided, That a person other than a bankrupt or, where the bankrupt is a corporatiai,· its officers, or the members of its board of directors or trustees or of other similar controlling bodies, shall not be required to attend as a witness before a referee at a place nore than a,e lumdred miles fran 
such persoo's place of residence or unless his lawful mileage and fee for ooe day's attendance shall be first paid or tendered to him. 

(b) The referee shall forthwith certify the facts to the ju:lge, if any perscn shall do any of the things forbidden in this section, and he may serve or cause to be ~ed upcn such per&a1 an order r~ing such 

4 



4 
contempts warranting imprisonment to the district court. 

Indeed, Sections 105 and 1481, read together, are on their 

face broader not'only than Section 41a and Rule 920 but 

also than 18 U.S.C. Section 401 which governs contempt 

3 (cont'd) 

person to appear before the judge upon a day certain to show cause why 
he should not be adjudged in conterpt by reason of the facts so certified. 
The judge shall thereupc:n, in a surrnary manner, hear the evidence as to 
the acts cmplained of and, ·if it is such as to warrant him in so 
doing, punish such persoo in the same manner and to the same extent as 
for a contanpt ccmnitted before him, or ccmnit such person upon the sane 
ccnditions as if the doing of the forbidden act had occurred with reference 
to the process of the oourt of bankruptcy or in the presence of the 
judge. 
4 

Rule 920, Fed.R. Bank.P., provides: 
(a) Conterrpt Ccmnitted in Proceedings Before Referee. 

(1) S\.llllary Disposition by Referee. Misbehavior prohibited 
by §4la(2) of the Act may be punished sumiarily by the referee as contenpt 
if he saw or heard the conduct constituting the oontelpt and it was 
camri. tted in his actual presence. The order of contatpt shall recite 
the facts and shall be signed by the referee and entered of record. 

(2) Dispositioo by Referee upoo Notice and Hearing. Any 
other conduct prohibited by §4la of the Act may be punished by the 
referee only after hearing oo notice. 'llle notice shall be in writing 
and shall state the time and place of hearing, allowing a reasonable 
time for the preparation of the defense, and shall state the essential 
facts constituting the conterrpt charged and whether the contarpt is 
criminal or civil or both. The notice may be given on the referee's own 
initiative or on rroticn by a party, by the United States attorney, or by 
an attorney appointed by the referee for that purpose. If the contarpt 
charged involves disrespect to or criticism of the referee, he is disqualified 
fran presiding at the hearing except with the consent of the person 
charged. 

(3) Limits oo ~shrrent by Referee. A referee shall not 
order irrprisament nor impose a fine of rrore than $250 as p.misl"lrent for 
any cootanpt, civil or criminal. 

(4) Certificatioo to District Judge. If it appears to a 
referee that conduct prohibited by §4la of the Act may warrant punishrrent 
by imprisooment or by a fine of rrore than $250, he may certify the facts 
to the district jooge. 01 such certification the judge shall proceed as 
for a cootelpt not amni.tted,in his presence. 

(b) Contarpt Ccmnitted in Proceedings Before District Jooge. MY 
cantenpt ccmnitted in proceedings before a district judge wle acting 
as a bankruptcy jooge shall be prosecuted as any other cxmtatpt of the 
district court. 

( c) Right to Jury Trial. Nothing in this rule shall be construed 
to irrpair the right to jury trial \tolhenever it otherwise exists. . - . - . 

Sections 2a(l3), 2a(l5), and 2a(l6) of the Bankruptcy Act, fonner 11 
u.s.c. Sections lla(l3), lla(l5), and lla (16), like Section 105, oontained 
broad, general grants of power to regulate contatpts. These provisions, 
lx,wever, unlike Sectioo 105, ,-..ere delimited by Section 41a and Rule 920. 

Pub. L. No. 95-598, Section 404(d) purp:>rts to make Sectioo 41a, as 
nmified by Rule 920, ai;plicable to bankruptcy courts during the transition 
period fran 1979 to 1984. This revival of Section 41a, ~'(er, cannot 
be reconciled with the contanpt authority conferred oo bankruptcy courts 
by Section 1481, which is likewise applicable during the transition 
period by virtue of Pub. L. No. 95-598, Section 405(b). Since under 
Sectioo 1481 "the bankruptcy court's conterpt power is unlimited except 
as to the criminal contanpts there described ••• Sectioo 41 cannot be 

5 
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5 
proceedings in other federal courts. Moreover, Section 105 

is coextensive with the new jurisdiction of bankruptcy 

courts, 2 COLLIER ON BANKP.UPTCY, 1105.01 at 105-1 (15th 

ed. 1980), which in turn surpasses the jurisdict~on of 
6 

other federal courts. 

The intrinsic breadth of the contempt power, however 

has been questioned on a number of grounds. Speaking 

pl~ilosophically, some have argued that contempts should 

not be punishable, "for if [they] arose from madness, it 

was to be pitied; if from levity, to be despised; and if 

from malice, to be forgiven." Patterson, ON LIBERTY OF 

SPEECH AND PRESS, 18 (1939). Others have said that "respect 

by compulsion may be a contradiction in terms," and that 

4 (cont'd) 
. applicabl~_during the sarre time and ~le 920 nust fall~ 

as ~l, for its lessening of the broad contatpt pc:Mer given by Section 
1481 is inconsistent with the latter and must yield \D'lder.Section 
405 (d) • " 1 COLLIER CN BANKRUPlCT, ,17. 04 at 7-46 (15th ed. 1980) • 
The inclusicn of Secticn 41a was "clearly inadvertent" and "m.ist be 
read out of sectioo 404(d)." Id. and n.20. See also In re Eisenberg, 
7 B.R. 683, 690 (E.D.N.Y. 1980TTnoting that Congress attenpted to cure 
this defect in the Technical Anendments Bill). 

5 
11 u.s.c. Section 401 provides: 

A oourt of the United States shall have power to punish by fine or 
irrpriscnnent, at its discretioo, su::h oontanpt of its authority, and 
none other, as - -

(1) Misbehavior of any person in its presence or so near 
thereto as to obstruct the administ.ratioo of justice; 

(2) Misbehavior of any of its officers in their official 
transactioos; 

(3) Disobedience or resistance to its lawful writ, process, 
order, rule, decree, or cxmnand. 

Like Section 41a, Sectioo 401 tolerates use of the oontarpt pc:Mer 
ooly in specified instances. It "inposes that limitation by extending 
the oontarpt pc:Mer to misconduct of the types defined in its three 
subdivisioos 'and ncne other.'" In re Brown, 454 F.2d 999, 1003 n.12 
(D.C. Cir. 1971). 

6 
The legislative history notes that "the new bankruptcy courts will 

have oonte,pt 1-x,.,.ier ccmnensurate with their respc:11sibili ties, and ec.llial 
to the oontempt pc:Mer of other Federal courts," but ooncludes that the 
new CX>Urts must be given adequate pc:Mer to enforce [their broadened] 
jurisdiction." H.REP. No. 95-595, 95th COng., 1st Sess., 13 (1977) (e,phasis 
supplied). Thus, it is \D'lclear whether Congress believed that a greater 
measure of oontsrpt authority was necessary to cacpass this jurisdictional 
field, or nerely intended to supply bankruptcy courts with oontarpt 
authority carmensurate with other federal courts blt exercisable over a 
widened sphere of influence. 

'!he cx::nparative breadth of SectiCll 105, h::Mever, may be illustrated 
by the fact that cwrts have viewed its narrower predecessor, Section 
41a, as following "substantially" Sectioo 401. Femos-~z v. 
United States District court, 599 F.2d 1087, 109l (lst cir. l979}. 

6 



obedience should be won through "moral rightness" rather 

than "artifical might." Goldfarb, THE CONTEMPT POWER, 10 

(1963). 

On a more practical note, there is concern that contempt, 

as the law of kings, and wielded by judges who are men, may 

too often be exercised to vindicate a mistaken sense of 

judicial supremacy rather than the public good. After all, 

"contemptuous conduct, ·though a public wrong, often strikes 

at the most vulnerable and human qualities of a judge's 

temperament." Bloom v. Illinois, 391 U.S. 194, 202 (1968). 

And "men who make their way to the bench sometimes exhibit 

vanity, irascibility, narrowness, arrogance, and other 

weaknesses to which human flesh is heir." Sacher v. United 
7 States, 343 U.S. 1, 12 (1952). The joinder of such men 

6 (cont'd) 

See also l COLLIER CN BANKRUPrCY, 112. 58 at 314 (14th ed. 1974) (under 
the era regirre ti the bankruptcy court !:had] no broader por.,.er to carmi t 
for conterrpt than other federal oourts"); 1 COLLIER CN BANKR.JP'ICY, · 
113. 01 at 3-109 (15th ed. 1980). But see id. at 3-110 ("Because specific 
types of conterrpt are not set out~ the 1978 statute, as they \l.'ere 
under the Act, the bankruptcy courts will be governed by ••• Section 
401"); In re Eisenberg, 7 B.R. 683, 689 (E.D.N.Y. 1980) (tecause b3.nkruptcy 
courts are courts of the United States they will be governed by Section 
401). Neither Collier nor Eisenberg cite any authority for this proposition, 
and indeed, it is inca1sistent with Collier's analysis of the conterrpt 
pcwer under the Act and Code found elsewhere in his treatise. See 
1 COLLIER CN BANKRUPrCY, 117. 04 at 7-46 (15th ed. 1980) , and footnote 4, 
supra. 
~ the other ham, \tiletller Sectiai 401 restricts not only the criminal 
but also the civil conterrpt pc:,.,.er of federal courts remains an open 
question. See, e.g., Note, "'lhe Coercive Function of Civil Contenpt," 
33 u. CHI. L. Rev. 120, 121 N. 3 (1965) ("'nlese statutes, like many state 
statutes, are unclear as to whether they apply solely to criminal 
contetpt or whether they are also applicable to civil contenpt. The 
better view, however, is that limitatioos which these statutes place 
on the conterrpt ~rare inapplicable to coercive irrprisannent 
[citations anitted]. '!here have been scattered statarents to the 
contrary [citations anitted] • However, the fact that since the 1952 
revision of titles 28 and 18, all general CO'lten,pt statutes have 
appeared in title 18-'Crimes and Criminal Procedure' - reinforces 
the view that the provisioos are applicable only to criminal contempt") ; 
Note, "Civil and Criminal Conterrpt in the Federal Courts," 57 YALE L. J. 
83,_ 84 (1947) ("But no federal legislation purporting to regulate civil 
contempt has ever been enacted and it ranains an open question whether 
even general contempt legislatioo, with the possible exception of the 
Norris-I.aGuardia Act, is applicable to civil ca1taypt"). Indeed, there 
is authority suggesting Section 401 may be a limitation cnly ·as to 
sumnary, as distinct fran plenary, criminal contsrpt power. See Dd:>bs, 
"Contatpt of Court: A Survey," 56 CORNELL L. REV. 183, 222 n.153 (1971). 

7 
Sare wo..ild argue that bankruptcy judges are ITOre susceptible to these 

shortcanings than other federal j\Xiges. Justice Douglas, dissenting 
fran the pram.ilgatiai of Rule 920 in 1973, remarked: "I aioe knew most 

7 



with a power at once "unQridled" and "liable to abuse" may 

be unpropitious to say the least. Bloom v. Illinois, supra 

at 202. 

The power, therefore, "must be narrowly confined lest 

it become an instrument of tyranny." Fisher v. Pace, 

336 U.S. 155, 163 (1949) (J. Douglas, dissenting opinion). 

Contempt opinions are tireless in their admonitions to 

assure "alert self-restraint," In re McConnell, 370 u.s. 

230, 233 (1962), and use of "the least possible power adequate 

to the end proposed." In re Michael, 326 U.S. 224, 227 

(1945). 

Recent decisions have rehearsed the pruning of the 

contempt power in federal court, beginning with the Act of 

1831 which "narrowly confined" and "substantially curtailed" 

the power to punish contempt summarily. Nye v. United 

States, supra at 47-48. This history is traced in Bloom v. 

Illinois, supra at 202-206, which concludes: "This course 

of events demonstrates the unwisdom of vesting the judiciary 

with completely untrammeled power to punish for contempt, 

and makes clear the need for effective safeguards against 

that power's abuse_." Id. at 194. 

In short, "the power of contempt which a judge must 

have and exercise in protecting the due and orderly 

administration of justice and in maintaining the authority 

and dignity of the court is most important and indispensable. 

But its excercise is a delicate one and care is needed to 

avoid arbitrary and oppressive conclusions." Cooke v. 

United States, 267 U.S. 517, 539 (1925). 

7 (cont'd) 
of the referees in the Natioo and \110rked with then on various projects. 
But they, too, flourish under Parkinsal' s I.aw: and their power grows 

like that of a prince in a medieval kingdan. '!hat nay not~ aninous 
when it relates atly to administrative detail. But it is for n-e al.anning 
to vest clR)Ointees of bankruptcy courts with the~ to punish for 
conteript ••• Walter Nelles long ago raninded us that S\mtlaJ:'Y procedure of 
contenpt is a 'legal tlumb-screw, ' the 'most autocratic of jl.Xlicial 
powers,' and 'in practice the nest indefinite' [citatioo anitted] ••• 
Extensioo of the CCXlteltpt power to aaninistrative a.tmS of the bankruptcy 
court is oot CCllSistent with close confinement of the CCXltelpt powers." 
Bankruptcy Rules and Officl.aL~ Foms, 411 u.s. 991, 993, 
and 994 (1974) (J. Ik:Juglas, dissenting • 

8 



The starting point for delineating the scope of this 

power is determining whether the contempt is civil or 

criminal. Next, the necessity of notice as a condition 

to finding contempt must be posed. Finally an 

appropriate sanction must be found. 

Civil Or Criminal Contempt 

Whether the contempt is civil or criminal is a threshold 

issue. Several consequences flow from this categorization. 

Most obviously, if the contempt is criminal, since it was 

not committed in the Court's presence, it cannot be punished 

here and the certification procedures of Rule 920 must be 

followed. Moreover, criminal contempts are tried under the 

. 1 4 . 8 
auspices of Rue 2, Fed.R. Crim.P., and depending on 

whether petty or serious in character, may involve the right 
9 

to trial by jury. See Bloom v. Illinois, supra. 

8 
Rule 42, Fed.R. Crirn.P., provides: 

(a) Sumary Disposition. A criminal cootsnpt may be punished 

sunmarily if the judge certifies that he saw or heard the conduct constituting 

the conterrpt and that it was ccmnitted in the actual presence of the 

court. The order of contenpt shall recite the facts and shall be signed 

by the judge and entered of record. 
(b) Disposition upa, Notice arx1 Hearing. A criminal conterrpt 

except as provided in sul:xlivision {a) of this IUl.e shall be prosecuted 

on notice. nie notice shall state the time and place of hearing, allCMing 

a reasonable time for the preparation of the defense, and shall state 

the essential facts constituting the criminal contsrpt charged and 

describe it as such. '1he notice shall be given orally by the judge in 

open court in the presence of the defendant or, ai aR>licatiai of the 

United States attomey or of an attomey aRX)inted by the court for that 

purpose, by an order to shcM cause or an order of arrest. '!he defendant 

is entitled to a trial by jury in any case in \ffiich an act of Caigress 

so provides. He is entitled to admissioo to bail as provided in these 

rules. If the CXl'lte!Tpt charged involves disrespect to or criticism of a 

ju::lge, that judge is dis;!Ualified £ran presiding at the trial or hearing 

except with the defendant's oonsent. Upcn a veraict or finding of guilt 

the cairt shall enter an order fixing the punistrrent. 

9 

"If the case is a criminal ooe, alm:>st the entire panoply of criminal 

safeguards c:anes into play. The burden of proof is on the prosecution, 

the party charged cannot be required to testify against himself, cannot 

be put in double jeq,ardy, and cannot be tried with:>ut appropriate 

notice of the charge. Inferentially at least, he is entitled to camsel 

and to carpulso:ey process for bringing in his witnesses. He is no.,r 

entitled to a jury trial if the criminal sentence is a potentially 

serious aie. As with other crimes, intent is an element of criminal. 

coote!Tpt, and it nust be proven before criminal punislrnent can be inflicted, 

though intent to violate the cx:mt's order is not an issue in a civil 

contenpt pioceecling •••• 'lhe classificatiai of a content,t hearing as a 

criminal one rray also affect the right of awea,l or the route that an 

appeal takes. At least in sare criminal cootanpt cases, the state 

should be a party to any appeal prooeedings. The criminal classificatiai 

9 



Classification of contempts is, in many instances, an 

improbable task. · They "are neither wholly civil nor altogether 

criminal. And 'it may not always be easy to classify a 

particular act as belonging to either one of these two 

classes. It may partake of the characteristics of both.'" 

Gompers v. Buck Stove & Range Co., 221 U.S. 418, 441 (1911) 

(citation omitted). It is at once "the proteus of the legal 

world, assuming an almost infinite diversity of forms," 

Muskovitz, "Contempt of Injunctions, Civil and Criminal," 43 

COL. L. REV. 780 (1945), and "sui generis--neither civil 

actions nor prosecutions for offenses, within the ordinary 

meaning of those terms." Meyers v. United States, 264 U.S. 
10 

95, 103 (1924). Its civil and criminal aspects are "considered 

but nuances of each other and are often applied interchangeably." 

Goldfarb, supra at 51. See also 5 MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE, 

138.33 [l] at 257 (2d ed. 1979). 

But despite these chameleonlike qualities, the problem 

of classification is not insurmountable. The "pivotal 

inquiry" is: "What does the court primarily seek to accomplish 

by imposing sentence?" Shillitani v. United States, supra 

at 370; Douglass v. First National Realty corp., 543 F.2d 

894, 898 (D.C. Cir. 1976). If the purpose is either to 

coerce compliance or compensate for injuries suffered by a 

private party, the contempt is civil. If the intent is to 

9 (cont'd) 

will also invoke the pardoning power of the state, which of cx,urse, 
would oot exist in civil cases. 

. 
·• 

'nlere are disadvantages for the party charged if his contenpt case 
is classified as a criminal ooe. !my fine levied is not dischargeable 
in bankruptcy. M:>reo1Jer, he may be held in criminal contel'll>t for violating 
an order that is later reversed since it may be inp:>rtant to vindicate 
j'lrlicial power even when it is erroneously exercised. In at least sane 
cases, this same principle applies wien the court lacks jurisdiction of 
the subject matter, and a criminal oontsll?t sentence may stand even 
though there was no jurisdictiai." Dcms, "caitenpt of Court: A Survey," 
56 CORNELL L. REV. 183, 241-243 (1971). 

10 
"Occasionally courts say that CCl'lt:arpt prooeedings are neither civil 

nor criminal, blt are sui generis. 'Jltl.s is accurate enc:ugh if not 
misurrlerstood. SlX:h statsrents do not mean that the classification of 
ccriterrpt cases as civil or cr:imi.nal is abandcmed; rather, they mean 

10 
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punish, by either fine or imprisonment, with a view toward 

vindicating governmental authority, the contempt is criminal. 

Id. See also Gompers v. Bucks Stove & Range co., supra at 

441-444; Ager v. Jane C. Stormont Hospital, Civ. No. 

79-2228 (slip opinion at 7) (10th Cir. June 2, 1980). 

Other facts to be considered include the procedures 

followed, the parties before the court, and whether or not 

the contempt arises in or is separate from an original 
11 

proceeding. See Muskovitz, supra at 786-791. As noted 

above, criminal, but not civil, contempt may invoke the 

right to trial by jury, pit the public against a defendant, 

and is not part of a main proceeding. Civil contempt is 
between private parties and will be ancillary to a main 

proceeding. See,~-, Penfield Co. v. SEC, 330 U.S. 585, 

590 (1947); Gompers v. Bucks Stove & Range Co., supra at 

444-445 and 447-448. 

Application of these criteria indicates the civil 

rather than criminal nature of this contempt. Sanctions 

sought against the respondents are not punitive but remedial, 

i.e., to compensate debtors for injuries in connection with 

violation of the stay. The spectre of imprisonment, even in 

a coercive sense, is not present. 

The case was brought and tried under the assumptit-n 

that only civil contempt
0

was at stake. See Muskovitz, supra 

at 788. The notice of criminal contempt required by Rules 

920 an<l 42 was not given. Neither side challenged the 

10 (coot'd) 
only that tbcre are instances in which special rules nust apply to 
conterrpt cases. For exc1TIPle, even a criminal contanpt case need not be 
initiated by indictrrent or infonnation, am a juvenile may be punished 
for canter.pt not only in juvenile courts, but in other courts as well. 
Special problems of this sort aside, the classification of conterrpt 
cases as civil or ciminal remains the standard approach."' Dd:::lbs, "Contenpt 
of Court: A Survey," 56 CORN. L. REV. 183, 235 (1971). . 

"Proceedings for contenpt of court are sui generis. '!he label has 
no value, save as a caveat. It wams us that precedents fran other 
fields of law will oot solve the problems in this one, but the tenn does 
not itself fw:nish any solutioos." t-t>skowitz, supra at 783. 

11 
Qie authority, \fflile question:i.1'V3 the llll)Ortance of these factors, 

ca,cludes that they are at least relevant in apprising respondents of the 
charges against them. See, !!S.• , I>d:lbs, "'nle CCntarpt Power: A Survey,"· 
56 CORNELL L. RE'v. 183,239 1I971). 

11 



jurisdiction of this Court to determine the cause, consistent 

with Section 1481; The United States Attorney was not 

invited to enter an appearance, despite the fact that 
12 

government property was involved. And there was no bifurcation 

of the trial for contempt from the Chapter 7 proceeding out 

of which it grew. 

Finally, the fact that debtors sought a contempt 

cftation believing they were denied the statutory relief to 

which they are entitled under 11 U.S.C. Section 362(a) 

indicates the civil nature of the contempt. Cf. Penfield v. 

SEC, supra at 590-591. All these facts confirm the conclusion 
13 

that this was a civil, not criminal, contempt. 

12 
The Snall Business Adminstratian has a first lien on the restaurant. 

13 
Classificatioo of contanpts is confusing, according to Dol:t>s, 

because courts categorize the act of contatpt rather than the proceeding 
or the sentence. What is needed, in his view, is an "g;>erational definition 
rather than an abstract one. In other words, by providing in a statute 
exactly wiat is to be done rather than by describing a theory." With 
this oojective in mind-;lie o.itlines the problan and prescribes a cure: 

"Cne can reason that a case is a criminal aie and hence that the 
criminal law protections nust be afforded the accused. Ole might equally 
\t.ell reason that, since criminal law procedural safeguards were not 
afforded, the case nust have been a civil me. Or one might. reason, not 
fran the procedure l::ut fran the sentence neted out, that the,case was 
criminal or civil arrl that the procedure should be adjusted accordingly. 

'!he fact is that nost of this is not only confusing, it is also 
unnecessary. In each case supposed, a reviewing cx,urt could reverse, 
whatever classificatioo is used, sinply because procedure and sentence 
were not catpatible. It is enough to say that a determinate ( 'criminal' ) 
sentence cannot be neted out where criminal-type protectiais are not 
afforde3 in the procedure. It is not necessary to say nore. 

'lbe process of classification of conterpt hearings into civil and 
criminal cases has probably made matters w:>rse rather than better. The 
classification process, if it worked at an ideal level, would serve to 
ranind judges, lawyers, and parties to consider the follawing: 

1. There are cptions in deaJ ing wi t£'1 any conterpt found: sanctions 
nay be coercive or they nay be na1-a:,ercive and punitive. 

2. If there is a risk that a punitive, non-a:,ercive sanctiai may 
be inp::>sed, the party charged with conterpt sl'nlld kncM of this in 
advance. 

3. If there is a risk that a punitive, noo-coercive sanction may 
be imposed, the hearing rm.ist be CCl'lducted largely aC'COrding to the rules 
of criminal procedure~nterpt must be proved beyaid a reasonable 
doubt, the party charged nust have an c:pport\mi.ty to confront accusers, 
the party cannot be forced to testify against himself, and~ on. 

4. If the criminal procedures are not use3, a detemu.nate sentence, 
such as ilrprisonrrent for a given number of days or a fine of a set 
ariOJnt, is not proper. 

. ... 
A statute might, for instance, begin by requiring the trial juige 

to state W'lether coercive or n:::>n-coercive sanctiais or both were possible 
~ts of any 0?11tenpt hearing. This would s~, first, to remind the 
Juige of the q:>tiais available to him and to "6Dl the party charged 

12 
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The Necessity of Notice or Knowledge of the Stay 

Where injunctions such as the stay are concerned, contempt 
14 

ordinarily consists of disobedience to an order of the court. 

The disobedience, in civil contempt, need not be willful. 

See. e.~., McComb v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 336 U.S. 

187, 191 (1949); In re American Associated Systems, Inc., 

373 F. Supp. 977, 979 (E.D. Ken. 1974) (subjective good faith 
15 

no defense to civil contempt charge). ~~Dobbs, 

HANDBOOK ON THE LAW OF REMEDIES, 104 (1973). Courts generally, 

however, insist that parties have notice or knowledge of an 

order which is sufficiently definite and precise to put them on 

notice of the conduct proscribed before they can be cited 

for contempt. See, e.g., Yates v. t,;nited States, 316 F.2d 

13 (cont'd) 
~ctly \-mat was in jeopardy at the hearing. Second, such a statute 

might set forth a rule that if ron-cx:>ercive (punitive) sanctions are 

possible, criminal procedure nust be foll~. This would serve to 

ranind all parties, an1 the trial judge, what procedures are necessarily 

involved. -:bird, the statute could set forth the rule that coercive 

sanctions may be used in any case where they are an announced possibility, 

and that non-ooercive sanctions may be used c:.nly where the procedure at 

the hearing canplies with that in other criminal cases. (A m:xlifie::l rule 

might be necessary for direct contarpts.) Olce these rules are set 

out-and they are silrple and direct-the statute coold serve as a guide 

to ju:igment as well as to faimess, and it would certainly serve to 

avoid the confusions surrounding the present distinction beb-Jeen civil 

and criminal hearings." Dobbs, "'lhe Cootatpt ~= A Survey," 56 

CORNEIL L. REV. 183, 245-247 (1971) (enphasis in original). See also 

United States v. United Mine vbrkers of Atrerica, 330 U.S. 2sa;-368-

376 (1947) (J. ~tledge, dissenting opinion) (nature of contenpt should 

be fixed at outset rather than ai appeal of a case). 

14 
H:ist discussims of conterpt "begin with the basic proposition that 

all orders and joogments of CXJUrts nust be cc:nplied with pracptly. If a 

person to wh:rn a court directs an order believes that order inoorrect, 

the rerredy is to appeal, wt, absent a stay, he nust C'Cll'ply prc:Irptly 

with the order pending appeal. Persons \fflO make private determinaticns 

of the law and refuse to obey an order generally risk criminal cent.empt 

even if the order is ultimately ruled incorrect." Maness v. Meyers, 419 

U.S. 449, 458 (1974). 
A ruling on appeal that the order was unlawful., in trost instances, 

vitiates a civil, wt not criminal, contenpt. See, ~-, Hyde Construction 

Carq:>any v. Koehring Canpany, 388 F.2d 501, 511 (10th Cir. 1968): 

Ager v. Jane C. Storrront Hospital, supra at 6-8 (reserving the questicn 

whether "in those cases in which a district court judge has made an 

exf>.ress finding that the actioo ccrrpelled was required in the p.lblic 

interest, a coercive civil calterpt ••• shoul.d survive the sub.sequent 

invalidation of the 1.mderlying order") (citatia, anitted); Dunn v. 

United States, 388 F.2d 511, 513 (10th Cir. 1968). See Yaerally 

Dobbs, "conterrpt of court: A SUrvey," 56 CORNELL L. REV. 83, 216-218 

(1971). 

15 
collier rotes that "inadvertent" violatia,s of the stay are not 

punishable conterpts. 2 COLLIER CN BANKRJPI'CY, 11362.11 at 362-57 

(15th ed. 1980). H::Mever, he does not define "inadvertent," either 

alooe or as distinct fran "willful." Nor ooes he indicate its meaning in 

camecticn with the issue of wt.ice or kncMledge of the stay as a 

predicate for caiterpt. 

13 
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718, 723 (10th Cir. 1963) (notice or knowledge); Denver~ 

Greely Valley Water Users Association v. itcNeil, 131 F.2d 

67, 69 (10th Cir. 1942) (notice or actual knowledge). 

In this case~ the existence of an order and actions ~y 

respondents inconsistent with its mandate are not contested.16 

Respondents argue, however, that they had no notice or 

knowledge of the order, and that its contents were too 

irrlefinite and imprecise to give notice of conduct forbidden 
16a 

under the stay. 

Pro Notice or Knowledge of the Stay 

Whether notice or knowledge of the stay is essential to a finding 

of contempt is a close question. Several reasons support· an 

affirmative answer. 

To begin, such a ruling would inhibit use of the contempt 

power: "a drastic remedy which should be invoked only when 
. . 

the right to its use is clear." United States v. Peterson, 

456 F.2d 1135, 1139 (10th Cir. 1972). Naturally, there is 

a penchant to convict on these facts, lest the Court's ruling 

be interpreted as license for even more spectacular vandalisms. 

It is, however, precisely this temptation to stretch conventional 

judicial processes into unaccustomed molds to achieve a 

desired result which may lead to abuse of the contempt power. 

Respondents' misconduct should caution against, not excuse, 

an unlawful response. Otherwise, in the end, citizens will 

16 • 'Ihe order in this case was etb:xlied in the notice of the first 
meeting of creditors mailed to respa,dents en o=tober 9. It cautiooed 
creditors that "as a result of the filing of the petition, certain 
acts and proceedings against the debtor and his property are stayed as 
provided for in 11 u.s.c. §362(a)." Specifically, respondents' behavior 
offe"lds Section 362 (a) (6) which proscribes "any act" to collect a 
prepeti ticn obligation against debtors. The legislative histoi:y 
er.phasizes that "any act" encarpasses the spectrum of extra-juilcial 
collectioo activities, including telephone contact and dunning letters. 
2 COLLIER CN BANKRUPICT, ,1362.04 (6) at 362-35-362-35 (15th ed. 1980). 
See also In re Heath, 3 B.R. 351 (N.D. Ill. 1980) (denial of t.miversity 
transcript to induce payment of prepetition student loan violates stay); 
In re l.ic:Mren, 7 B.C.D. 73 (D. Kan 1980) (sane); In re Ne:1 son, 6 B.R. 
248 (D. Kan. 1980) (bank setoff of debtor's postpetition deposits for 
prepetiticn debt violates stay); In re Stephens, 2 B.R. 365 (N.D. Chio 
1980) (reaffinnation of prepetitioo debt as cori:litioo for obtaining new 
loan violates stay); In re = 5 B.R. 556 (W.D. Pa. 1980) (attachm:mt 
for debt \Ju.ch may be nondi eable violates stay). · 

76a_Because of the Court'.s disi:o5itioo of the notice knowledge questicn, 
it is unnecessai:y to decide this latter issue here. However it is 
discussed in In re Hubbard, infra at 33-37. ' 

14 
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hold real contempt rather than respect for judicial institutions 
17 

and the law. 
, 

Second, where avoidable, parties should not be held to 

standards, the infraction of which leads to certain consequences, 

unless they have knowledge of those standards and consequences. 

True, it may be argued that respondents' behaviour would be 

disapproved by most adult Americans. But it is awareness 

that conduct will run afoul of a specific decree of court, 

not awareness of societal norms, contumacious misbehaviour, 

not merely misbehaviour, which is the foundation of contempt. 

In this regard, the stay, which comes alive when a petition 

is filed, differs from orders which are the product of 

proceedings in which those bound thereby have had previous 

contact. Safeguards are also available in the event of ex 
18 

parte orders. See Rule 65(b), Fed.R. Civ.P. Fairness arguably 

requires that a party have notice of these facts before he 

is forced to reckon with judicial power in extremis. 19 

17 
Cf. Fisher v. Pace, supra at 168-169 ("Iawyers owe a large, but not 

an obsequious, duty of respect to the court in its presence. But their breach 
of this obligaticn in no case justifies correction by an act pr acts fran 
the bench intanperate in character, overriding judgment") (J.'.~tledge, 
dissenting cpinion) • 
18 

See e.g. , Od:bs, "Contatpt of Court: A Survey," 56 CORNELL L. REV. 
183-;--i°59(1971). The analogy to Rule 65, hJwever, may be carried too 
far. The autanatic stay is not an ordinaJ:y injuncticn. Gaps in coverage 
may be filled by Section 105. Such a stay "will not be autanatic upon 
the carmencanent of the case, b.lt will be granted or issued under the 
usual rules for the issuance bf injunctions." H. REP. No. 95-595, 95th 
Cong., 1st Sess., 342 (1977). By negative inplicatioo, Rule 65, with 
its provisioo for notice, has no bearing on the autaratic stay. 

The absence of notice prior to issuance of the stay, lDwever, calls 
into question its coostitutiooality. See, e.g., North Georgia Finishing, 
Inc. v. Di-chem, Inc., 419 U.S. 601 (lffl) ;"'"fil°tchell v. W.T. Grant Co., 
4l6 U.S. 600 (1974); Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67 (1972); sriiadach v. 
Family Finance Corp., 394 U.S. 337 (l969); Pearsoo, "Due Process and the 
Debtor: 'lbe Irrpact of Mitchell v. W.T. Grant, 29 CJ<IA. L. REV. 277 
(1976); Note, "Sniadach, Fuentes, and !-titchell: A Confusing Trilogy and 
Utah Prejudgnent ~es," 1974 tJI'AH L. REV. 536. o-ie court has rejected 
an argmrent that Sniadach and its progeny require pre-petition notice 
and hearing before J.Ssuance of a stay. Fidelity f.brtgage Investors v. 
carnelia Builders, Inc., 550 F.2d 47, 55 (2d cir. 1976). But cf. In re 
B & B Properties, Ltd., 423 F. Supp. 23, 26 (N.D. Ga. 1976)(coort 
"E!'ltertains grave ccn:::ern" respecting ccnstitutiooality of stay, but 
will not rule a, writ of nandamus). 

lespondents have not attacked the constitutiooality of the stay, 
and it is not at issue. E.ven if the stay were cxmstitutiaially infinn, 
1-x:Mever 1 this 'I0.1ld probably not .inm..::r,ize them fran criminal. cootenpt 
f~ ~ violatioo of its provisiau;. . See, ~- , walker v. City of 
Bllrnl.ngharn, 338 U.S. 307 (1967); Unite:l States v. United Hine W:>rkers 
of America, 330 U.S. 258, 294-295 (l947); footnote 14, supra. 

15 
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Third, absent the sanction of contempt, debtors are not 

left remedi]ess. They have recourse to crdinary judicial 

processes to repair their wrong; they are simply denied the 
20 

extraordinary remedy of contempt. 

Finally, the weight of judicial opinion holds that 

notice or knowledge of the stay is a necessary conaition ot 

contempt. The cases considering this problem under the 
19 

Cf. '!he N3A Standards for criminal Justice, F\mction of the Trial 
Jlrlge, Section 712: "No sanction other than censure should be irrposed 
by the trial jlrlge unless (i) it is clear fran the identity of the 
offender and the character of his acts that disruptive CCl'lduct was 
willfully conterptuous, or (ii) the conduct warranting the sanction was 
preceded by a clear warning that the corxiuct is inpe]:missible and that 
s:t:)ecified sanctions may be jnposed for its repetition." The .Advisory 
Ccmnittee's Note obsei:ves that: "A prior warning is desirable before 
punishing all b.lt flagrant contatpts. A waming may be effective in 
preventing further disorder and is therefore preferable to sanctions as 
a first step. It also assures both the ca.u:t and the public that sul:x;equent 
misconduct will be willfully contetptuous and deserving of punishrrent." 
But cf. United States v. Abascal, 509 F.2d 752, 755 (9th Cir. 1975) (contarpt 
unaerSection 401 (1) for refusal to step fotward in coort when ordered 
by judge withcut W:IIl'ling that failure to obey might result in criminal 
contarpt not reversible error); D:>uglass v. First. Natiooal Realty Corp., 
supra at 897 n.15 ("If aR)ellant was aware of the Trt of the order 
~ cause, it matters not that he had not actua y seen the posted 
copy") (dictum) (S1Phasis supplied). 

20 
At least one camentator has noted, h::Jwever, that "requiring resort 

to such a procedure would eliminate to a substantial degree the advantage 
the autanatic stay was intended to provide over an injunction or restraining 
order issued by the court pursuant to its statutocy injunctive powers 
and Rule 765. t1 Kennedy, ''The Automatic Stay in Bankruptcy, t1 11 U. MIOI. 
J .L. REF. 175, 260-261 n. 421 (1978). See also McCanb v. Jacksonville · • 
Paper Co., supra at 194 ("The fact that ali:,tner suit might be brought to 
collect the paynents is, of ccurse, inmaterial. Far the ca.irt need not 
sit supinely by waiting for sane litigant to take the initiative. 
Vindicatioo of its authority through enforcanent of its decree does not 
depend a, such \t.himsical or fortuitous circ\Jnstances"). 

An intriguing but untested argunent is that debtors, in addition to 
whatever ccm:on law claims, such as trespass and intentional infliction · 
of em:>tional distress, nay be available to then, can inply private civil 
relief under Section 362(a). '!he legal envirament, at present, however, 
may be inl'x:>spitable in this regard. See, ~-, Transamerica M:>rtgage . 
Advisors, Inc. v. lewis, 444 U.S. 11 U979); Cannon v. university of . 
chlcag,, 441 U.S. 677 (1979); Cort v. Ash, 422 u.s. 66 (1975}; Securities 
Investor Protectia, Corporation v. Bar&iir, 421 U.S. 412 (1975); 
National Railroad Passenger Corp. v. Passengers Associatioo, 414 U.S. 
453 (1974}. See gener~, Hazen, "Inplied Private Rerredies Under 
Federal Statutes: Nei a Death Knell lt>r a M:>ratorium-Civil 
Rights, Securities Pegulatia,, and Ee:yond," 33 VAND. L. REV. 1333 
(1980); Pillai, "Negative Inplicatioo: The Demise of-Private Rights 
of Action in :the Federal Co.lrts," 47 u. cm-J. L. REV. 1 (1978).; 
Note, "Inplied causes of Action: A Product of Statutory caist.ruction 
or the Federal Ccmron raw Power?" 51 u. COLO. L. REV. 355 (1900); 
Note, tlIITplicatia, of Private Actions Fran Federal Statutes: Fran 
Barak to Ash, ti 1 J. CORP. L. 371 (1976); Note, "Irrplied Private Actions 
Under Fe:ieral Statutes-'Ihe Emergence of a conservative JX>ctrine,t1 
18 w-1. & MARYL. REV. 429 (1976); o:rment, "Private Rights of Actioo 
Ulder Amtrak and Ash: ~ Inplicatiais for Inplicatiai, ti 123 u. PA. 
L. REV. 1392 (1975}. 
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Code have explicitly or implicitly held that notice or knowledge of 

the stay, not merely awareness of the bankruptcy, is requisite 

to a finding of contempt. In In re Raymond Construction co., 

CCH FED. BANK. L. REP., ~67,720 (M.D. Fla. October 21, 1980) 

debtor brought suit in state court against a bank. While 

this action was pending, debtor filed a Chapter 7 proceeding. 

The bank, unaware of the bankruptcy, moved for sanctions in 

the state court action because debtor had failed to respond 

to discovery requests. The trustee argued that this motion 

violated the stay and was contemptuous. The court was not 

convinced that the stay had been violated, but even assuming 

such violation, would not have held the bank in contempt 

because "there is no evidence before this Court that either 

the Bank or its attorneys were aware of the pendency of the 

bankruptcy at the time the Bank filed its Motion for 

Sanctions." Id. at 78,302. Although the court said awareness 

of the bankruptcy, it probably meant knowledge of the stay, 

because this was the operative fact in the cases cited in 

support of its ruling. F~delity Mortgage Investors Co. 

v. Camelia Builders, Inc., 550 F.2d 47 (2d Cir. 1976); 

In re Hailey, CCH FED. BANK. L. REP., ,167,585 (5th Cir. July 

10, 1980). 

In re Abt, Jr., CCH FED. BANK. L. REP., ,167,336 (E.D. 

Pa. January 29, 1980) likewise illustrates these principles. 

There a creditor, without knowledge of the bankruptcy, 

repossessed debtor's car. After learning of the stay, 

creditor refused to return the vehicle. Debtor argued that 

both the repossession and refusal to return were acts of 

contempt. The court ruled that the repossession was not 

contempt because creditor had no knowledge of the stay. It 

further ruled that the refusal to return was not contempt 

because this did not violate the stay which, in its view, 

prohibited but did not require action by creditors. Since 

17 
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there was no order to return the car, there was no basis for 
21 

holding the creditor in contempt. 

Pre-Code decisions confirm the holdings in Raymond 

Construction and Abt. The leading authority is Fidelity 

Mortgage Investors v. Camelia Builders, Inc., supra. The 

debtor, a real estate investment trust, and holder of a deed 

of trust on condominiums, filed a petition in Chapter XI in 

New York in January, 1975. Respondents, who were not creditors 

of debtor, but rival creditors on the condominiums, fearing 

that the bankruptcy might complicate their lien rights, 

commenced an action in Mississippi in March, 1975. This 

lawsuit sought a declaration of the priority of their lien 

claims over debtor. The Mississippi court required debtor 

to post security in the amount of $76,000. Debtor also 

incurred costs in defending this action. Debtor therefore 

brought contempt proceedings against respondents for violation 

of the Rule 11-44 stay. Acknowledging that "a person 

cannot be held in contempt of an order about which the 

person had no knowledge," citing Yates v. United States, 

supra, the court noted that there was "amply docume'?ted 

knowledge" by respondents of the stay. Indeed, the attorney 

for respondents had read Rule 11-44 prior to filing the 

Mississippi action. Fidelity Mortgage Investors v. Camelia 

Builders, Inc., supra at Sl. 

In In re Hailey, supra, debtor filed a petition for 

voluntary bankruptcy and included respondent, a judgment 

creditor, on his list of creditors but omitted her street 

address. She therefore did not receive notice of the proceedings, 

and executed on her judgment. Meanwhile, she became aware 

of the bankruptcy but since she "had received no formal 

notice of the bankruptcy proceedings, she continued.to 

21 
But see In re Eisenberg, 7 B.R. 683, 688-689 (E.o.N.Y. 1980) (refusal 

to withclraw tax lien "was a flagrant act in violatioo of the autanatic 
stay"); but cf. In re walker, 7 B.R. 216 (D.R.I. 1980) (delay in releasing 
~ttac~ wages, af~ notice of banknJptcy, was wroogful. and justified 
lli{JOSJ.tiai of ~ctioos: the court pn:x::emed on basis of debtor's 
counterclaim not conterpt) • 

18 



pursue her remedies in state court." Id. at 77,962. She 

was found in contempt by the referee and, among other things, 

fined $250. The Fifth Circuit reversed, reasoning that 

when the stay became effective, respondent "had no knowledge 
. 22 

of the proceedings or the order. 'Before contempt may lie 

the parties must have actual knowledge of the order and the 

order must be sufficiently specific to be enforceable.'" 

Id. at 77,964 (citation omitted). As to her actions after 

she became aware of the bankruptcy, "there was no violation ••• 

of the bankruptcy court's order sufficient to constitute 

contempt and thus the entry of the judgment of contempt was 

19 

error." Id. Other pre- and post-Code cases have fol~ Fidelity Mortgage 

and Hailey. See. e.g., In re Intaco Puerto Rico, Inc., 494 
. 23 

F.2d 94 (1st Cir. 1975); Ben Hyman & Co., Inc. v. Fulton 

National Bank, 423 F. Supp. 1006 (N.D. Ga. 1966): Preferred 

22 
Use of the disjunctive raises the question \tbether knowledge of 

bankruptcy alone nay be a predicate for ccntetpt. This possibility, 
m,ever, is foreclosed by the balance of the ~iniai. 

23 
In Intaco, debtor filed a petitiai under Chapter X in January, 1971, 

the trustee sued resporrlent in ~ril, and respa,dent counterclairred in 
May. under a threat of contstpt, the counterclaim was withdrawn in 
June. SUbsequently when respondent filed a cl.aim in bankruptcy, it was 
dismissed. The ~tcy court reasoned that the cl.aim was identical 
with the counterclaim Wlich, in its view, had been dismissed with prejudice 
by the district court. 01 appeal, the guestiai of disnissal with prejudice 
turned en whether the district court oould have properly :i.rrposed a 
contetpt sanctiai far violatiai of the stay. In ruling cn this point, 
the ca.irt said: "We have no doubt that under appropriate circumstances 
a [stay] against exis;ing creditors can legitimately be enforced by 
contetpt proceedings [citatiai anitted]. It is also possible that in a 
proper situation, the price a party could be forced to pay in order to 
purge himself of such contetpt nay well be a disnissal of his claim with 
prejudice. HCWE!\Ter, disnissal of a claim with prejudice, with all its 
attendant substantive C01"lS{!qUell~, is to be regarded as the p~;-
ranedy for violation of a LstayJ cnly in the nest flagrant cases Lcitation. 
anitted]. Nontally, disnissal of the cl.aim with leave to file in the 
bankruptcy proceeding will suffice to acoc:rcplish the policy d:>ject:i.ves 
underlying the injuncticn. '!he record before us indicates that the 
Creditor was CCJYi>letely unaware of the [stay], since no notice of its 
issua.ix:e had been affirmatively oamunicated to him. And, although the 
older cases suggest that lack of notice of such an injunctiai is, 
~ itself, insufficient to fo:cm a defense to cxntsrpt proceedings 
citations anitted], it is at least arguable that the many i:ecent SUprate 

Court prooouncements in the area of procedural due process 'WOUld carpel 
the oonclusiai that the older cases are of questiooable c:aitinued validity. 
Hcwever, that is a natter which we need not presently decide. For, in 
any case, we believe that, at least where no notice has been given so 
that the breach of the injuncti.oo nay not be deered to have been willful, 
sanething nore than just the mere filing and pr:atpt wi th:lrawal of a 
pr:ohibi ted claim nust be shown to justµy the CC11telpt-based sanctiai of 
disni.ssal of the claim with ~ju:lice [citatiai anitted]." Id. at 97 
(errphasis in original). - -
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Surfacing, Inc. v. Gwinnett Bank & Trust Co., 400 F. Supp. 

280 (N.D. Ga. 1975) ("The creditors of the debtor are entitled 

to notice of the filing of the petition and of the entry ·of 

the stay;" unclear whether creditor had notice of stay prior 

to setoff; unclear whether setoff or refusal to return money 

after notice of stay constituted contempt); In re Beck 

Industries, Inc., 338 F. Supp. 1369 (S.D.N.Y. 1972); In re 

\·Jalsh Bros., 159 F. 560 (N.D. Iowa 1908); In re Krinsky, 

112 F. 972 (S.D.N.Y. 1902); In re Pickus, 7 B.C.D. 189 

(D. Conn. 1980); In re Eisenberg, 7 B.R. 683 (E.D.N.Y 1980); 

In re Lewis, 7 B.C.D. 105 (D. Idaho 1980); In re Nelson, 

6 B.R. 248 (D. Kan. 1980); In re Benjamin, CCH FED. BANK. L. 

REP., 1167,209 (E.D. Pa. August 14, 1979); In re Stalnaker, 

CCH FED. BANK. L. REP., 1167,031 (S.D. Ohio June 23, 1978). 

See generally, 14 COLLIER ON BANKRUPTCY, 1111-44. 02 ( 4) ( 14th 

ed. 1976) (Collier reads the Fidelity Mortgage Investors 

case as finding contempt absent knowledge of the stay, which 

in his view would be error, relying by analogy on Bank 

of Marin v. Englanc, 385 U.S. 99 (1966): he would make 

knowledge of the filing or of the stay a condition of contempt);. 

Dobbs, "The Contempt Power: A Survey," 56 CORNELL L. REV. 

183, 251-252, 257-261 (1971). 

Contra Notice or Knowl~dqe of the_Stay 

On the other hand, ~everal reasons support a holding 

that constructive rather than actual knowledge is enough to 

satisfy the requirements for contempt, at least when a 

violation of the stay is involved. 

First, insofar as willfulness is synonymous with 

knowledge, its absence as an element of civil contempt 

suggests that knowledge of the stay may likewise be unnecessary. 

Cf. In re Intaco, supra at 97 (receipt of notice determines 
• 

willfulness). 

Second, the breadth of Section 105, although untracked, 

raay reach situations of constructive knowledge even though 

20 



traditional contempt processes may not. Congress intended 

the stay to shield debtors from precisely this form of 

"dunning," and S~ction 105 was designed to plug the interstices 

in this shield. .The stay and Section 105 are ineffectual to 

the extent that creditors are allowed ·a "parting shot," born 

of frustration over their debtor's bankruptcy. True, acts 

taken in violation of the stay, such as foreclosure sales, 
24 

are·void. This is no_comfort, however, and will not compensate 

debtors such as these who have the integrity of their persons 

and property violated. 

Third, contempt is available as a remedy in situations 

where an order, and therefore notice or knowledge of an 

order, are not present. Contempt has been defined broadly 

to encompass any act "in disregard of the authority of the 

court."- In re MacKnight 27 P. 336, 338 (Mont. 1891) cited 

in Note, "Civil and Criminal Contempt in the Federal Courts," 

57 YALE L. J. 83, 85 (1947). The Judiciary Act of 1789 

24 
See, e.g., 2 CDLLIER CN BANKRUPICT, 11362.11 at 362-58 (15th ed. 

198oTT"Actions taken in violation of the stay are void and without 
effect"); Meyer v. Rowen, 181 F.2d 715 (10th Cir. 1950) (foreclosure); 
In re Wheeler, 5 B.R. 600 (N.D. Ga. 1980) (foreclosure); In r~ Nelsoo, 6 
B.R. 248 (D. Kan. 1980) (bank setoff); In :re M..lrr~ 5 B.R. 732 (D. M:l. 
1980) (foreclosure); In re Seafarer Fiberglass~... , Inr.., l B.R. 358 
(l::.D.N. Y. 1979) (judgment on personal injury claim arising after petitioo 
violates stay and is void). '1he court, hol.,.,ever, given its pcwar to 
grant relief under 11 tJ.s.c. Section 362(d) by "annuling" the stay, "is 
not boLtnJ to treat acts and proceedings that occur in violatioo of the 
autanatic stay as nullities." Kennedy, "'lhe Autanatic Stay in Bankruptcy," 
11 U. MICli. J.L. REF. 175, 258 (1978). 

Insofar as creditors use judicial means to enforce rights against 
property, their postpetition acts may be void because 28 u.s.c. Sectioo 
147l(e) vests exclusive jurisdiction over property of the debtor in the 
mnkruptcy court. Cf. Kalb v. Feuerstein, 308 U.S. 433 (1940). Section 
147l(e), oowever, isnot without .iriperfecticns. First, it speaks in 
tenns of prq)erty of the debtor rather than property of the estate, 
creating a potential difficulty in coverage. Second, it lodges jurisdicticn 
in the court \1here the petiticn is filed rather than where the case is 
pe,ding. This phraseology may produce awkward results where, for instance, 
a main Olapter 11 proceeding is filed in cne district and a relief fran 
stay civil proceeding is brought in aoother. See Kennedy, "'lhe Bankruptcy 
Court Under the Ne.w Bankruptcy I.aw: Its Structure and Jurisdiction," 
55 AM. BANK. L. J. 63, 87-88 (1981). AsStJning relief £:ran the stay 
were granted, w:>uld such an order be subject to collateral attack for 
want of jursisdicticn; would the order be void, leaving the stay in 
effect and violators wlnerable to a charge~ OCl'ltercpt? Such hypotheticals 
may be a law professor's delight, but they are nevertheless real possibilities. 
~ In re ~rican ~es, Inc., 6 B.c.o. 1077 (~. Colo. 1980) 
W1 In re AtreI:lican Canparu.es, Ir,c., 7 B.C.D. 127 (D. 1'an. 1981). 
Calgress sought to ranedy these defects, however, in the Technical 
Anendnents Bill. H. REP. No. 96-1195, 96th Calg., 2d Sess., 156 (1980). 
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authorized punishment of "all contempts of authority." 1 

Stat. 83 (1789). Similarly, its successor statutes, including 

Section 401 and Section 41a, define as contempts misbehaviour 

unrelated to any order. Likewise, Rule 37(d), Fed.R. Civ.P., 

made applicable in bankruptcy by Rule 737, Fed.R. Bankr.P., 

allows the imposition of sanctions, notwithstanding tne 

absence of an order. These sanctions, according to several 

authorities, are analog·ous to contempt sanctions. See! 

e.g., Dobbs, HANDBOOK OU THE LAW OF REMEDIES, !,?Pra 

at 100-101; Note, "Civil and Criminal Contempt in the 

r·ederal Courts," supra at 100. 

The fact that misbehaviour rather than disobedience to 

an order is the predicate for contempt should make no difference 

in terms of awarding compensation to a private party. See, 

e.g., Montgomery, "Fines for Contempt as Indemnity to a 

Party to an Action," 16 MINN. L. REV. 791 (1932). And 

courts have stretched the notion of disobedience, through 

the fiction of an implied order, to achieve this result where 

there is interference with property in custodia legis. 

See, e.g., Clay v. Waters, 178 F. 385, 394 (8th Cir. 1910); 

Lineker v. Dillon, 275 F. 460, 470 (N.D. Cal. 1921). Cf. .. 
Lamb v. Cramer, 285 U.S. 217 (1932). Indeed, it may be this 

rationale which points to the petition as a "caveat to the 

world," Mueller v. Nugen~, 184 U.S. 1, 14 (1902), and as 

constructive notice that creditors meddle with property of 

the estate at their peril. See e.g., Converse v. Highway 

Const. Co. of Ohio, 107 F.2d 127, 129-130 (6th Cir. 1939); 

In re Quick Charge, Inc., 69 F. Supp. 961, 969-970 (W.D. 

Okla. 1947); In re Cleveland & Sandusky Brewing co., 

11 F. Supp. 198, 205 {N.D. Ohio 1935). Cf. Jones v. Securities 

& Exchange Commission, 298 U.S. 1, 15-18 (1936) ("The conclusion 

to be drawn from all the cases is that after defendant has 

been notified of the pendency of a suit seeking an injunction 
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against him, even though a temporary injunction be not 

granted, he acts at his peril and subject to the power of 

the court to restore the status, wholly irrespective of the 

merits as they may be ultimately decided"). But cf. 

Morgan v. United States, 95 F.2d 830 (8th Cir. 1912) (refusing 

to extend doctrine of Clay v. Waters: respondents' "offense 

was against the peace and dignity of the government rather 

than disobedience to the particular injunction and command 
25 

of the order of adjudication in bankruptcy"). 

The stay is designed "to prevent a chaotic and uncontrolled 

scramble for the debtor's assets in a variety of uncoordinated 

proceedings in different courts. The stay insures that the 

lebtor's affairs will be centralized, initially in a single 

forum in order to prevent conflicting judgments from different 

courts and in order to harmonize all of the creditors' 

interests with one another." Fidelity Mortgage Investors 

v. Camelia Builders, Inc., supra at 55. Implementation of 

this policy requires a line to be drawn, a reference 

point which may not accomodate al] parties in interest, 

but from which rights can be safeguarded ane measured 

as to the universe of creditors. It is impractical 

to expect a debtor to achieve detente with each creditor. If 

this were possible, he may have composed his obligations 

• outside bankruptcy. It is the impasse and breakdown in his 

credit relationships which has brought him to this court. 

Once here, and once knowledge of the bankruptcy is communicated 

to creditors, directly or indirectly, the burden is more 

appropriately placed on them to discover the parameters of 

permissible action against the debtor. ·This is true not 

only because a unified forum, with investigative machinery, 

25 
The curtailr.lent of the caiterpt ~ in recent years has 

occurred in that category of caitenpts dealing with rnisbehavirur in 
general rather than disobedience to an order. catpare, ~-, Nye v. 
Unitec;l States, supra, with Green v. United States, 356 U.S. 16~ 
171-172 (l958) • This is because the order, its tenrs, and 
knowledge of the sane.are already significant constraints on the ccnte!r[lt 
paver. en the other hand, it should be enphasized that N_ye, its offspring; 
and their restrictive reading of sare parts of Secticn 4Drrnay pertain 
exclusively to the sumnary trial of criminal arrl not civil oontenpt. 
See footnote 6 , SUi,)ra. 
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including a trustee, creditor committees, and the court, 

are at their disposal for this purpose, but also because 

they have a greater capacity, in practical terms, to 

discover than the debtor has to inform. 

In short, a ruling that "no person can be held in 

contempt for violating the stay unless entered by a court 

after notice and a hearing," would "aggravate existing 

di!ficulties of protecting debtors' estates from dispersion 

and depredation by aggressive claimants. It is not and 

ought not to be the law that any creditor or other person 

can bring any action and do any legal act to enforce his 

claim until he has been restrained by a court order issued 

after notice and hearing. The automatic stays seek to 

preserve the status quo, and the equity receivership cases 

contain numerous instances of the power of the court to 

protect its custody of the debtor's property from interference 

by any person, irrespective of the basis for his claim. To 

require prior notice and hearing as a condition to the 

enforceability of a stay of proceedings against a debtor or 

of an act to enforce a lien against his property would give 

the aggressive creditor an advantage incompatible with the 

objectives and fundamental assumptions of a rational bankruptcy 

system." Kennedy, "The Automatic Stay in Bankruptcy," 11 u. 

MICH. J. L. REF. 175,261.(1978). 

Given these competing considerations, the question 

whether respondents had notice or knowledge of the 

stay sufficient to hold them in contempt looms large. They 

deny receipt of the notice sent on October 9. The only 

evidence impeaching this denial is the facts that the 

notice was mailed to debtors on the same date, Carol Reed's 

testimony that she received it on October 11, and her observation 

that mail routed from Provo ordinarily takes one-half day to 

reach Pleasant Grove where debtors and respondents reside. 
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Set back to back, these facts may well suggest a stalemate. 

Knowledge of the stay, however, may be inferred from knowledge 

of the petition and circumstances surrounding the bankruptcy. 

It. is undisputed that respondents knew of the bankruptcy. 

Debtors twice communicated their intent to file a petition 

if respondents would not take back the restaurant. Respondents 

met with their counsel respecting these matters. After the 

restaurant closed, Holly Broadhead posted a note on its 

door: "Closed Bob Reed is taking out Bankrupsy [sic] Holly." 

(Exh. 14). 

Moreover, respondents' awareness that bankruptcy would 

place debtors beyond the reach of ordinary collection processes 

is implicit in statements made during trial. Asked, "when 

you hear the word bankruptcy what does that mean to you," 

Holly Broadhead answered, "It means that I'm probably going 

to lose my hard work that I put into this for ten years" 

(T. 38, ls. 6-9). A similar colloquy occurred with Betty Quinn: 

26 

Q. When you think of the word bankruptcy what 
.do you think of? 

A. What do I think of? I've lost out on every
thing I've worked hard for over the years. 

Q. If you filed bankruptcy would you feel that 
you have a right or your creditors have a right to 
go to your premises and dump food and debris on 
your lot? 

• Alth:>ugh the co..irt does rot credit the denial of respaldents, it 
cannot find that they received notice of the stay, since this as well as 
other eletents of civil cootenpt nust be stom by clear and convincing 
evidence. See, ~-, Norman Bridge Drug catpany v. Banner, 529 F.2d 
822, 830 (5th Cir. 1976): Converse v. Highway Const. co. of Ohio, 
supra at 132: Singer Manufactur~ CCJ'lpany v. Sun Vacuum Stores, Inc., 
illF. Supp. 738, 741 (D.N.J. 1~): Cohan & Hayes, supra at 11 ("Civil 
conte,pt nust be proved by clear and convincing evidence, not the 'preponderance 
of the evidence' standam generally applied to civil wraigs"); M:>skovitz, 
supra at 818-819 ( "For a civil contsnpt, ha.-Jever, the proof nee::i not be 
beyond a reasonable doubt, although it should be 'clear and convincing'"): 
Note, "The Coercive Function of Civil Contenpt," 33 u. CHI. L. REV. 120, 
122 and 126 (1965) ("The burden of proof lies sarewhere between the 
criminal 'reasonable doubt' and the civil 'fair prepcnderance' burden; 
it is heavy, but less than that required for criminal conviction" although 
this rule may be questiaied: "It even seems peculiar that a heavier 
burden of proof nust be carried against the civil contamor than against 
the ominacy civil defendant"). Collier, ~, notes that ooce it is 
pr0V'ed that an order has been made, creditors have kn<:Mledge of it, and 
have disobeyed, a prina facie case exists, and the burden of explaining 
the disobedience shifts to creditors. 2A CQTJJEF CN BANKRUPICY, ,141.03 
at 1590 n. 3a (14th ed. 1978). 
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A. I think the creditors have the right to know 
what's going bn so that they wouldn't have to 
do that, that they know what's going on so that 
they c~n take action in a different manner. 

This answer by evasion, as well as the facts noted 

above, suggests that respondents knew that bankruptcy 

insulated debtors from lawful collection methods and, by 

logical extension, from tortious harassment. At least 

respondents knew that ~he restaurant, once property of the 

debtors, had become property of the estate, administered by 

a trustee. They knew that, as such, it enjoyed custodial 

status with the court. Hence, the debtors were replaced. by 

a trustee; the doors were locked; a key was obtained only by 

special permission and with access limited to cleaning out 

SJOiled food. Knowing that bankruptcy kept them at bay in 

terms of the restaurant in which they held a lien as creditors, 

they must have known that this protective umbrella covered -

the debtors themselves. 

On these facts, weighing the possibility that notice of 

the stay arrived before October 12, the awareness of the 

bankruptcy and the veil it casts between creditor and debtor, 

as well as contact with the trustee who held the restaurant 

in custodia legis, concrete knowledge of the stay as a 

requirement for contempt does not strike an appropriate 

balance between the rationale for notice and the remedial 
• 

purpose of the stay. In short, where there are special 

facts such as these, showing not only a knowledge of the 

bankruptcy but also its implications in terms of protection 

for the debtor, a creditor will be in contempt of the stay 

if he abridges the Frotection to which he reasonably should 

know the debtor is entitled, even if he has no positive 
27 

knowledge of the stay. See In re Edwards, 5 B.R. 663, 665 

(M.D. Ala. 1980) ("It is not necessary that a creditor have 

formal notice of the commencement or the pendency of a 

27 
The COUrt is not required to decide whether a violation of the stay 

in cormectioo with kncMledge of the bankruptcy alaie may cxnstitute 
cxntertpt. 
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bankruptcy proceeding where it has sufficient facts which 

would cause a reasonably prudent person to make further 

inquiry"); In re MacDonald, 6 B.R. 23 (N.D. Ohio 1980) 

(accord). 

The line of fracture between enlarging the contempt 

power and enforcing the stay is thin. Sound policy, however, 

dictates that it be drawn in favor of making the stay meaningful. 

To hold otherwise may "give tremendous impetus to a program 

of experimentation with disobedience of the law" or "prevent 

accountability for persistent contumacy." It may be noted 

that "respondents are not unwitting victims of the law. 

Having been caught in its toils, they were endeavoring to 

extricate themselves. They knew full well the risk of crossing. 

the forbidden line. Accordingly where as here the aim is 

remedial and not punitive, there can be no complaint that 

the burden of any uncertainty in the decree [or notice] 

is on [their] shoulders." McComb v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 
28 

supra at 192 and 193. 

Appropriate Sanctions 

Actual loss is the measure of compensatory fin~s for 

civil contempt. ~'~-,United States v. United Mine 

Workers of America, 330 U.S. 258, 303-304 (1947). And absent 

an evidentiary basis for determining not only the amount but 

also the reasonableness of such loss, any sum awarded may be 

deemed speculative, arbitrary, and therefore reversible. 

Allied Materials Corporation v. Superior Products Company, Inc., 

Civ. No. 78-1597 (slip opinion at 6) (10th Cir. April 17, 1980). 

28 
A final question which could have been but was not addressed by 

debtors is whether persons who are oot parties to the stay but who have 
assisted in its violation may be held in contenpt. There is evidence 
that respondents' relatives or children may have participated in the 
siege on debtors' bane. They were oot, h:Jwever, included in ~ order 
to show cause. See generally, In re Baum, 606 F.2d 592, 593 (5th Cir. 
1979); McClintock,HANDBOOK CF THE PRINCIPLES OF EOJITY, 37 (1948) 
("Any person who knowingly aids or abets the violation of an order or 
decree may be p.mished for cr:iminal conterrpt; only a party to an injunction 
may be held for a civil oa1terpt"); Cohan & Hayes, supra at 12 ("An 
injunctioo is bind.il'XJ not only upon the parties to the acticm, their 
officers, agents, servants, errployees and attorneys, it is also binding 
upon persoos acting in CX)l1Cert or in participation with trose who receive 
actual notice of the order by persaial. service or otherwise"); Doli:>s, 
"Contarpt of Court: A SUrvey," supra at 249-261; Rendlemen, "Beyood 
Conb3tpt: Ci>ligors to Injunct.ioos," 53 TEX. L. RE.V. 873 (1975). 
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See also Atlas Corporation v. OeVilliers, 447 F.2d 799, 803 

(10th Cir. 1971). Attorneys fees may be part of this equation • 
. 

Allied Materials Corporation v. Superior Products Company, 

Inc., supra at 7. 

While this, however, may be the general rule, the 

contempt power also allows creativity in the fashioning of 

remedies. Indeed, the McComb opinion notes: "We are 
. 

dealing here with the power of a court to grant the relief 

that is necessary to effect compliance with its decree. 

The measure of the court's power in civil contempt proceedings 

is determined by the requirement of full remedial relief." 

McComb v. Jacksonville Paper Co., supra at 193. 

Thus, under certain circumstances, the claims of creditors 

guilty of contempt may be expunged,~,~-, In re Intaco 

Puerto Rico, Inc., supra at 97, or subordinated. Cf. 11 

U.S.C. Section Sl0(c); 3 COLLIER ON BANKRUPTCY, 11510.01 

et seq. (15th ed. 1980); Miller & Cook, A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO 

THE BANKRUPTCY REFORM ACT, 272-273 (1979); Herzog and Zweibel, 

"The Equitable Subordination of Claims in Bankruptcy," 15 

VAND. L. REV. 83 (1961). 

In terrorem fines, used as a deterrent, where there is. 

a proclivity for future misconduct, may also be appropriate. 

See, e.g., United States v. United Mine Workers of America, 

supra at 304-307, Sunbea~ Corporation v. Golden Rule Appliance 

co., 252 F.2d 467, 472 (2d Cir. 1958); Singer Manufacturing 

Company v. Sun vacuum Stores, Inc. 192 F. Supp. 738, 743 

(D.N.J. 1961). But see Dobbs, "The Contempt Power: A ----
Survey," supra at 275-276 (the in terrorem fine "is coercive 

when threatened but not when applied" and hence presents 

special problems); Winner Corporation v. H.A. Caesar & Co., Inc., 

511 F.2d 1010, 1015 (6th Cir. 1975) (coercive contempt fines 

appropriate only when government is complainant). 

Punitive damages are problematical because, if awarded, 
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they may transform a civil into a criminal contempt. It 

could be argued that they are assessed in other civil 

cases involving tortious conduct. See,~-, In re Walker, 

7 B.R. 216, 222 (D. R.I. 1980). The in terrorem fine, approve~ 

in united Mine Workers, although coercive, like punitive 

damages, serves a deterrent purpose. Indeed, sanctions 

under Rule 37(d), such as striking pleadings or entering 

default judgment, while·civil in name, may be punishing in 

effect. Dobbs, HANDBOOK ON THE LAW OF REMEDIES, supra at 

100-101; Dobbs, "The Contempt Power: A Survey," supra at 

278-282. In other words, it may be questioned whether 

punitive damages, if paid to a party rather than to the 

government, could be remedial in the sense of being a 

deterrent. But~ 5 MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE, supra 

,38.33 [1] at 257 (civil contempt is not intended as deterrent 

to offenses against public). The court is reluctant, however, 

to assess punitive damages, even on facts such as these 

which warrant their award, because it may create a criminal 

contempt and offend the limitations of Section 1481. 

Much time was consumed at the hearing in an attempt to 

show the worth of the food and packaging destroyed. Estimates 

ranged, assuming the usability of the food, from $50 to $200 

to $500. Cost of the food, however, may be irrelevant, 

since it involved a loss.to the estate and not debtors who 

are asking for relief. The court is more impressed with the 

less tangible injuries and loss occasioned by trespass on 

the physical and emotional integrity of the debtors and 

their home. Carol Reed testified: "I felt very shocked, 

very humiliated. I felt that we were being totally invaded, 

our personal lives were being invaded or something, I can't 

explain how I felt. I personally spent the whole day crying, 

it was very upsetting to me." (T. at 10 ls. 24-25 and 

11 ls. 1-2.) The value of the food pales in comparison with 

this invasion of privacy. The fact that the food may have 
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been in part spoiled and the vandalism cheap only underscores 

the personal offense. Bankruptcy is a crucible: these 
. 

proceedings remind debtors often enough of their economic 

misfortune. Extra-judicial reminders, although some creditors 

would make them part of the ritual of atonement, are 

unwelcome. 

Under these circumstances, loss to the debtors, although 

difficult to measure, was no less than $500. This figure 

includes debtors' labor in cleaning their yard, as well as 

mental suffering. Evidence of attorneys fees was not presented. 

However, an "award for counsel fees, and other expenses of suit, 

need not be based on evidence of actual cost. This failure 

to require evidence seems proper since the courts should be 

expert in assessing the value of legal services and the 

costs of bringing suit. The award should be limited to what 

is reasonable, actual expenditure not being the test, an 

appropriate rule inasmuch as plaintiff controls the amount 

of such expenses." Moskovitz, supra at 807. See also 

Sunbeam Corporation v. Golden Rule Appliance Co., supra 

at 470 ("Such expenses [counsel fees] may be estimated 

and appraised by the court without proof of exact expenditure"). 

But see In re Lewis, supra at 109 (no award of attorneys fees 

in contempt proceeding without "contractual or statutory 

right"). A reasonable attorneys fee in connection with this 

case is $300. The $500 in damages and $300 in costs are 

payable by respondents, jointly and severally, to debtors 

and their counsel within 30 days from the date of this 

opinion. The court will also entertain a recommendation 

from the trustee, as a disinterested party, whether respondents' 

lien rights in the restaurant, if there is sufficient equity 

to give them value, should be subordinated to the claims of 

unsecured creditors. 
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THE HUBBARD CASE 

The debtor, Richard Earl Hubbard, was hired as general 

manager of respondent, Uintah Basin Telephale Association, 

in January, 1979. During his tenure as an eiilp_loyee, he 

incurred long distance telephone charges in the amount of f~7~. 

Larry aoss, chairman of ~he board of directors of respondent, 

discussed this obligation with deb~or in the fall of 1979. At 
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thQt time, debtor indicated that "it would probably be tl,e best 

course •.• to take out bankruptcy." (T. 8, ls. 19-20.) Ross responded: 

A. Living in a small community, I strongly 
suggested he pay his bill. (T. 6, ls. 8-9.) 

A. The thing I was concerned about with Mr. 
Hubbard, as I mentioned a few minutes ago, our 
company is located in a small town where everyone 
knows everyone else. I told him that it would 
not be in the interest of the telephone company 
for him to take out bankruptcy. Probably if 
he did that, it would create problems for the 
company and Mr. Hubbard himself. 

Q. What problems could you see that it would 
create for the telephone company or for him 
~.imsel:=? 

A. I suppose that it may reflect something upon 
the telephone company, the board of directors, 
and why would we hire a man that if he couldn't 
take care of his own business, how's he going 
to take care of the telephone business? In 
a small community, there is a lot of discussion • 
~b~ut personalities and people and everyone 
knows everyone. That was a great concern to me. 

Q. Was that part of the conversation witnessed 
by Mr. Hubbard'? 

A. That's right. It's not your right to take 
out -- l can't look upon that with favor at all. 
(T. 16, ls. 20-25; 17, ls. 1-13.) 

Ross had one other discussion with debtor, and with 

Dennis Draney, counsel for respondent, about the possibility 

of. debtor filing bankruptcy, and specifically about procedures 

under Chapter 13. Blaine Ferguson, counsel for debtor, 

called Draney on January 14, 1980 and informed him-that 

debtor would file a peititon under Chapter 13 in the near 

future. The petition was filed on January 22. Notice of 



the automatic stay was mailed to all creditors, including 

respondent, on January 25. The notice mailed to respondent 

may have been received by debtor as general manager. Notice, 

however, was also mailed to Draney. A plan was confirmed 

February 11. The order of confirmation was entered February 28. 

Ruth Allen, the office supervisor who handles bankruptcy 

claims for respondent, testified that debtor notified her 

of the Chapter 13 proceedings in March or April and arranged 

for payroll deductions to reduce his debt. One such deduction 

in the amount of $50 was made. 

On June 19, Ross approached debtor and demanded payment 

c! the telephone till. There ~~s an innuendo that unless 

the obligation was satisfied, loss of employment would follow. 

Under this duress, debtor made partial payment in tne amoun"C. u£ 

$556. Shortly thereafter, respondent, through its board of 

directors, ordered and received the resignation of debtor 

as general manager. 

These proceedings were initiated by an "Objection to 

Claim and Motion for Order to Show Cause" made by the 

standing Chapter 13 trustee on August 26. It was supported 

by the affidavit of debtor and a memorandum of points and 

authorities. An order to show cause was issued on August 27. 

A hearing was held October 28. The court, at that time, 

ruled from the bench. ThJ.s memorandum opinion formalizes 

that ruling. 

Civil or Criminal Contempt 

This case, for the reasons enumerated above, involves 

civil rather than criminal contempt. The participation of 

the trustee does not alter this result. True, she is appointed 

by and is an arm of the court, and her presence therefore 

may suggest a prosecutorial mode. See,~-, Moskovitz, 

supra at 786-787. She is, however, a standing trustee, 

and was not appointed to bring this contempt action. It 
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was brought on her initiative, not by invitation of the 

court. It was prompted by her duty, legislatively imposed, 
. 

to protect creditors and to assist the debtor in performinq 

the plan, not to vindicate the authority of the court. 

Counsel for debtor was present at the hearing and, until 

called as a witness, acted as co-counsel with the trustee. 

All of these circumstances indicate the private rather 
. 

than public nature of the relief sought. Moreover, even 

if the trustee's role complicates the nature of the 

proceedings, it is only one factor of many; the balance 

support the classification of civil contempt. 

Notice or Knowledge of the Stay 

Respondent had not only knowledge of the bankruptcy 

but also notice of the stay. This is shown by the telephone 

call from Ferguson to Draney, the mailing of the order to 

Draney, and the notification of Allen. These facts, standing 

alone, are sufficient to demonstrate notice. Cf. In re 

MCA, Inc., 425 F. Supp. 457, 459 (S.D.N.Y. 1977). But see 

Green v. United States, 356 U.S. 165, 221-223 (1958){J. 
,. 

Brennan, dissenting opinion). They are, of course; highlighted 

by Ross's awareness of the impending bankruptcy through 

his conversations with debtor and Draney, and by his 

testimony concerning provincial intelligence networks. 

Adequacy of the Order 

In Reed, the conclusion that constructive knowledge 

of the stay was enough to support civil contempt rendered 

moot any discussion of the order. Where positive knowledge 

of the stay is unnecessary, the content of the order is 

superflous. Here, however, the finding of knowledge of the 

stay rests in part on mailing of the order to Draney, and 

therefore its content is placed at issue. 

The authorities usually require that the order be 

definite and precise; it must be an "operative command 

capable of 'enforcement,'" stating in "'specific ••• terms' 
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the acts that it required or prohibited. The judicial 

contempt power is a potent weapon. When it is founded 

upon a decree too vague to be understood, it can be a 

deadly one .•• The most fundamental postulates of our legal 

order forbid the imposition of~ penalty for disobeying a 

command that defies comprehension.~ Longshoremen v. Marine 

Trade Assn., 389 U.S. 64, 74 and 76 (1967). Put differently, 

"a person will not be held in contempt of an order unless 

the order has given him fair warning that his acts were 

forbidden ..• 'The loogstanding, salutary rule in contempt 

cases is that ambiguities and omissions in orders redound 

to the benefit of the person charged with contempt.'" 

United States v. Christie Industries, Inc., 465 F.2d 1002, 

1006 (3d Cir. 1972) (citation omitted). See also Williams 

v. United States, 402 F.2d 47, 48 (10th Cir. 1967). 

Hence, merely precatory remarks by a judge cannot be 

translated into "orders" upon which contempt may be found. 

In re Stewart, 571 F.2d 958, 966 (5th Cir. 1978); In re 

Joyce, 506 F.2d 373, 378-379 (5th Cir. 1975); In re LaMarre, 

494 F.2d 753, 758-759 (6th Cir. 1974). Where an order 

proscribing interference with property does not include 

driver-salesman routes in the description of such property, 

and where the status of such routes is unclear, no contempt 

would lie for servicing those routes. In re Rubin, 378 

F.2d 104, 108-109 (3d Cir. 1967). A bank which set off 

amounts owing from a debtor which had filed under Chapter XI 

would not be held in contempt where the Rule 11-44 stay did 

not mention set offs and its application to set offs involved 

a novel construction of the rule. Ben Hyman & Co., Inc. 

v. Fulton National Bank, supra at 1011. See also Matter 

of Sixth & Wisconsin Tower, Inc., 108 F. 2d 538 (7th Cir. 

1939); Morgan v. United States, supra; In re Probst, 205 
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F. 512 (2d Cir. 1.908). Compare Clay v. Waters, supra. 

Judged by these standards, the order in this case, from 

one view, may be deficient. It cautions creditors that "as 

a result of the filing of the petition, certain acts and 

proceedings against the Debtor and his property are stayed 

as provided for in 11 u.s.c. Section 362(a)." Indeed, it has 

been argued that "ambiguity lurks in generality and may thus 

become an instrument of severity. ·aehind the vague inclusiveness 

of an injunction ••• is the hazard of retrospective interpretation 

as a basis of punishment through contempt proceedings," and 

that a statute, such as Section 362(a), "cannot properly be 

made the basis of contempt proceedings merely by incorporating 

a reference to its broad terms into a court order." McComb 

v. Jacksonville Paper Co., supra at 197 and 195-196 (JJ. 

Frankfurter and Jackson, dissenting opinion). See also 

Munitions Carriers Conference v. American Farm Lines, 

440 F.2d 944, 947 (10th Cir. 1971) (Rule 65 "requires all 

injunctive orders to be specific in terms and to 'describe 

in reasonable detail, and not by reference to the complaint 

or other document, the act or acts sought to be restrained'"). 

These concerns, however, are not compelling. Several 

authorities have held that the bankruptcy rules constitute • 
orders within the meaning of Section 41a, the violation of 

which may lead to contempt. See, e.g., Fidelity Mortgage 

Investors v. Camelia Builders, Inc., supra at 52-53; 

In re Eisenberg, supra at 691-692; In re Smith, 1 B.R. 334, 

336 (D. Colo. 1979); In re Kings Row Fireplace Shops of 

Rivergate, Inc., 1 B.R. 720, 721 (M.D. Tenn. 1979). But 

In re Brown, 454 F.2d 999, 1006 and n. 33 (D.C. Cir. 1971) 

~uestions whether standing rule of court may be rule 

within meaning of section 401(3): "Use of the 
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criminal contempt power to vindicate violations of court 

rules of practic~ arguably would expand that power beyond 

congressional contemplation and in given cases ·would produce 

monstrous results"). Compare Seymour v. United States, 

373 F2d 629, (5th Cir. 1967). By analogy, the statutory 

proscription found in Section 362(a) may be a predicate for 

contempt, independent ~f any order of the court. The order, 

which incorporates Section 362(a) by reference, is no less 

definite. Indeed, it is modeled after Interim Bankruptcy 

Form No. 13 promulgated_by The United States Supreme Court's 

Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules to Draft New Rules 

of Bankruptcy Procedure. 

Finally, notwithstanding the call for precise orders, 

an order must be construed "in light of the circumstances 

surroundinq its entry: the relief sought by the moving 

party, the evidence produced at the hearing on the in~ynction, 

and the mischief that the injunction seeks to prevent." 

United States v. Christie Industries, Inc., supra at 1007 

(emphasis supplied). See also, United States v. Greyhound 

Corporation, 508 F.2d 529, 532 (7th Cir. 1974) ("The court 

should consider the entire background behind the order-

including the conduct that the order was meant to enjoin 

or secure, the interests that ~twas trying to protect, 
• 

the manner in which it was trying to protect them, and 

any past violations and warnings--in determining whether 

the order is sufficiently specific and in determining 

whether the defendant knew or should have known that his 

conduct was wrongful") (emphasis supplied). As noted above, 

the stay is peculiar to bankruptcy. Its remedial purpose 

and the fear of easy evasion support the sufficiency of the 

order in this case. Once alerted to the bankruptcy, respondent 

should have inquired concerning the effect of the stay. 
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Otherwise, it acted at its peril. McComb v. Jacksonville 

Paper Co. , supra;. In re MacDonald, supra. 

Violation of the Stay 

Having determined the validity of the order, violation 

of the stay is clear. Initially debtor contended that his 

discharge as general manager was due to nonpayment of the 

bill and that this viol~ted the stay. Compare, !:..::l·• 

In re Terry, 7 B.C.D. 21 (E.D. Va. 1980): In re Gilece, Jr., 

1 B.R. 762 (E.D. Pa. 1980). This contention, however, was 

waived at trial and debtor relied on respondent's postpetition 

demands for payment of the bill, which are undisputed, as 

violations of the stay. 

Appropriate Sanctions 

Having established a violation of the stay, debtor is 

entitled to sanctions. Actual damages would be the amount 

paid by debtor to respondent, or $606. This amount must 

be refunded to debtor. Likewise, attorneys fees in the 

amount of $250 should be paid to the trustee for bringing 

this action. The claim of respondent is also disa~lowed. 

From the bench, the court assessed a $500 fine against 

respondent. On reflection, this sanction is inappropriate; 

the fine is therefore withdrawn. The balance owing shall be 

remitted to debtor and the trustee within 10 days from the 
• 

date of this opinion. 

DATED this /S- day of May, 1981. 

United States :kruptcy 
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